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Abstract
Background: We aimed to determine if Coeliac disease (CD)
can be still be considered a predominantly paediatric disorder, in spite
of the increased incidence of adult-onset CD reported in recent years.
Methods: An observational, descriptive, and retrospective study
was developed at two Spanish hospitals. Data was collected and analyzed from all paediatric and adult patients newly diagnosed with CD
throughout the year 2010. CD diagnoses were based on a concordant
clinical history, serology, HLA-DQ compatibility, the presence of mucosal lesions in duodenal biopsies with gluten dependence of symptoms, and histological lesions.
Results: A total of 79 patients were diagnosed with CD throughout 2010, of which 68 (86.1%) were adults. Classic symptoms (diarrhoea and iron-deficiency anaemia) were more frequent in children
(90.9%), being present in only 54.4% of adults (p = 0.02). Adult patients showed, mainly, abdominal pain, dyspepsia, and GERD-related symptoms. Villous atrophy (Marsh III) was present in 63.7% of
children, but only in 19.1% of adults (p = 0.004). Positive tTGA was
present in 81.8% of the children and only in 19.1% of the adults (p =
0.004). Haemoglobin levels were significantly lower in children (p =
0.025), but no differences were observed in iron and ferritin blood
levels.
Conclusions: Our study shows that adult-onset CD was the
predominant presentation in two hospitals in Spain in the year 2010.
Therefore, CD can no longer be considered a predominantly paediatric disorder. Marsh I and negative tTGA titters are characteristic in
most of adults. New diagnostic algorithms are needed to improve correct diagnosis of CD in adults.
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Introduction
Coeliac disease (CD) is a chronic disorder that primarily affects
the digestive system. It is characterized by the presence of inflammatory changes in the small bowel that are triggered and maintained by
an immunological response provoked by the exposure to gluten in the
diet [1]. The ingestion of food containing gluten gives rise to different
types of lesions in the small bowel mucosa [2,3] of genetically susceptible individuals, sometimes leading to various associated disorders.
CD constitutes one of the main causes of malabsorption in developed
countries [4].
Up until twenty years ago, CD was considered to be present predominantly in children and with a low prevalence. However, in recent
years several epidemiological studies have clearly shown an increasing
number of diagnosed cases in both children and adults. It is especially
noteworthy that adult-onset CD has been increasingly described in
last few years with continuous growth in incidence rates over time
[5-9] and a considerable proportion of cases being diagnosed in the
elderly [10]. As a consequence, CD today constitutes a very prevalent
disease affecting between 1 - 3% of the European and US populations
at some stage in life [11].
Typical manifestations of CD are characterized by severe symptoms of malabsorption (diarrhoea, steatorrhoea, growth retardation,
and nutritional deficiencies); indeed, this constitutes the classic manifestation predominant in children. Generally, however, CD in adults
clinically presents mild and non-specific symptoms, with digestive
complaint being either absent or of secondary importance [12]. It is
thus common for adult patients to go undiagnosed for many years
[13]. It has been estimated that for every new patient diagnosed with
CD, 2 to 10 cases may go undiagnosed. The average period of evolution of symptoms in adults prior to being diagnosed is estimated to be
up to 17 years [6].
This paper analyzes all new patients diagnosed with CD at two
Spanish hospitals for the entire year of 2010. We compared the clini-
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cal, serological, genetic, and histological characteristics and their age
distribution in order to determine whether CD is still predominantly
a paediatric disorder.

Methods
All newly diagnosed CD patients at two general hospitals in different Spanish regions throughout the year 2010 (#1 Tomelloso General Hospital and #2 Central University Hospital in Asturias) were
analyzed. The patient search was carried out by reviewing the databases of the departments of gastroenterology, paediatrics, pathology,
and the clinical laboratories of both hospitals in order to ensure that
all cases were analyzed. A patient was considered to be an adult if he
or she was aged 16 or over.
Diagnosis of CD was based on the following five basic criteria:
1) Presence of a concordant gluten enteropathy in duodenal biopsies
ranging from stage I (increased density of intraepithelial lymphocytes
> 25%) to stage III (villous atrophy), classified in accordance with
the system proposed by Michael Marsh in 1992 [3]. A minimum of
six samples were taken with the aid of a standard needle endoscopic
jumbo-type forceps, on the second and/or third duodenal portions,
and analyzed by board certified pathologists from each hospital. Duodenal biopsies were repeated in all those patients exhibiting a Marsh I
stage 6 months after setting up a strict gluten-free diet (GFD) in order
to confirm the resolution of lymphocytic infiltrate, differentiating CD
from gluten sensitivity [14,15]. 2) Existence of a compatible clinical
picture, including digestive and extra-gastrointestinal symptoms. 3)
Positive immunoglobulin (IgA) anti-tissue transglutaminase antibody (tTGA) titters, determined by ELISA tests. The positivity threshold was established at 2 U/mL. In cases of IgA deficiency, IgG tTGA
was determined. 4) Presence of an HLA-DQA1*05-DQB1*02 (DQ2)
or HLA- DQA1*03-DQB1*0302 (DQ8) haplotype, which confers risk
for CD. Gene analyses were developed in both centres by polymerase
chain reaction (PCR)-based typing techniques from EDTA-anticoagulated blood. 5) Clinical, histopathological, and biochemical recovery
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after the initiation of a GFD. Those patients who only exhibited improvement of symptoms after GFD without evidence of histological
and analytical recovery were given the diagnosis of gluten sensitivity
and were not included in this study.
Since no single test can detect the early stages of celiac disease
without atrophy, a combination of clinical history, positive serology,
HLA DQ compatibility, and gluten dependence of symptoms and histological lesions was used to achieve the CD diagnosis.
Data on the following parameters were also collected: sex, age at
diagnosis, family history of CD, main and associated symptoms, duration of evolution prior to diagnosis, HLA haplotype conferring risk
for CD, existence of autoimmune associated diseases, IgA anti-tissue
transglutaminase antibody (tTGA) titters, serum iron and ferritin levels, body mass index (BMI) for adults, and weight and height percentiles for children. Classic CD symptoms were considered if patients
presented primary digestive complaints in the form of diarrhoea or
iron-deficiency anaemia which, with the related signs of malabsorption, is considered to be the most usual clinical presentation of CD
[16-18].
Quantitative data distribution was expressed as mean and standard deviation. Sociodemographic and clinical data were compared in
adult and paediatric patients with the aid of the Chi squared test (or
the Fisher exact test, where appropriate). Levels of tTGA in relation to
the Marsh scale were explored with a non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis
test while comparisons between groups were carried out with the U
Mann-Whitney test with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.
Statistical analyses were performed with the aid of PASW 18.0
statistical analysis software (SPSS Inc).
This research was carried out in accordance with the Helsinki
Declaration and was approved by the research ethics committees of
our respective institutions.
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Results
Throughout 2010, a total of 79 new patients were diagnosed with
CD (25 cases in Hospital #1 and 54 cases in Hospital #2), of which 68
(86.1%) were older than 16 year-old. The proportion between CD in
adults and children was 6.18/1. Adult-onset CD occurred predominantly in the 3rd to 5th decades of life (Fig 1).

Figure 1: Age distribution of all celiac patients diagnosed in 2010 at two Spanish Hospitals; results show that CD predominates in adult patients between the 3rd and 5th
decades of life.

No significant differences were detected between patients from
the two hospitals regarding demographic, biochemical, immunological, and genetic characteristics, except for the higher proportion of females with adult-onset CD in Hospital #1 and the lower haemoglobin
and serum iron levels in Hospital #2 (Table 1).
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Table 1: Comparative Characteristics of All Cases of Celiac Disease Diagnosed During
the Year 2010 in Two General Hospitals in Spain. Data are Alternatively Expressed as
Mean ± Standard Deviation, or Number of Patient and Percentage.
Number or patients (%)
Female / Male (%)
Mean age ± SD (years)
Positive tTGA (%)
BMI (in adults)
Diagnostic delay
Classic symptoms (%)
Haemoglobin levels (g/dL)
Serum Iron (µg/dL)
Ferritin (ng/mL)
Familiar association (%)
Marsh I
Marsh II
Marsh III (a, b, c)
DQ2 haplotype
DQ8 haplotype
Non DQ2/DQ8

Adult CD patients
Hospital #1
Hospital #2
20 (80%)
48 (88%)
19/1 (95%)
31/17 (64.58%)
43.50 (13.89)
43.15 (15.90)
5 (25%)
8 (16.7%)
24.95 (6.38)
24.56 (3.62)
127.53 (155.11) 52.90 (53.74)
11 (55%)
26 (54.16%)
13.11 (1.52)
12.971 (2.19)
74.30 (29.95)
71.38 (50.76)
62 (114.39)
49.40 (52.96)
3 (15%)
6 (12.5%)
13 (65%)
32 (66.7%)
3 (15%)
7 (14.6%)
4 (20%)
9 (18.7%)
15 (75%)
43 (89.6%)
2 (10%)
2 (4.2%)
3 (15%)
3 (6.2%)

p
0.29
0.01
0.93
0.50
0.76
0.39
0.95
0.89
0.31
0.65
0.95
0.89
1
1
0.14
0.58
0.35

Paediatric CD patients
Hospital #1
Hospital #2
5 (20%)
6 (11%)
4/1 (80%)
3/3 (50%)
4.03 (5.02)
3.33 (2.94)
4 (80%)
5 (83.3%)
15.20 (18.62) 7 (3.46)
4 (80%)
6 (100%)
12.90 (0.85)
11.283 (0.96)
79.50 (24.20) 44 (7.92)
25.20 (12.91) 20.83 (7.28)
0 (0%)
3 (50%)
1 (20%)
0 (0%)
2 (40%)
1 (16.7%)
2 (40%)
5 (83.3%)
4 (80%)
5 (83.3%)
1 (20%)
1 (16.7%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

p
0.29
0.30
0.77
0.89
0.66
0.46
0.03
0.038
0.66
0.24
0.25
0.55
0.24
1
1
1

tTGA: anti-tissue transglutaminase antibodies; BMI: body mass index.
Table 2: Comparative Characteristics of All Cases of Celiac Disease Diagnosed During
the Year 2010 in Two General Hospitals in Spain. Data are Alternatively Expressed as
Mean ± Standard Deviation, or Number of Patient and Percentage.
Adult patients

Paediatric patients

p

Number or patients (%)

68 (86.1%)

11 (13.9%)

-

Female / Male (%)

50/18 (73.53%)

7/4 (63.64%)

0.49

Familiar association (%)

9 (13.2%)

3 (27.3%)

0.358

Positive tTGA (%)

13 (19.1%)

9 (81.8%)

0.004

Diagnostic delay (months)

70.67 ± 93

10.73 ± 12.77

< 0.001

Classic symptoms (%)

37 (54.4%)

10 (90.9%)

0.024

Haemoglobin levels (g/dL)

13.01 ± 2

12.02 ± 1.21

0.025

Serum Iron (µg/dL)

72.24 ± 45.43

58.20 ± 23.79

0.398

Ferritin (ng/mL)

53.16 ± 75.87

22.82 ± 9.92

0.245

Marsh I

45 (66.2%)

1 (9.1%)

< 0.001

Marsh II

10 (14.7%)

3 (27.3%)

0.38

Marsh III (a, b, c)

13 (19.1%)

7 (63.7%)

0.004

DQ2 haplotype

57 (85.1%)

8 (80%)

0.4

DQ8 haplotype

4 (6%)

2 (20%)

0.19

Non DQ2/DQ8

6 (9%)

0 (0%)

0.59

tTGA: anti-tissue transglutaminase antibodies; BMI: body mass index.
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Table 3: Main Symptoms and Frequencies in Adult-onset CD at the Time of Diagnosi.
No (%)
Abdominal pain

29 (42.64 %)

Diarrhoea

25 (36.76 %)

Anaemia

16 (23.52 %)

Dyspepsia

11 (16.17 %)

GORD-related symptoms

10 (14.7 %)

Constipation

10 (14.7 %)

Vomiting

5 (7.35 %)

Weight loss

3 (4.41 %)

Dysphagia

3 (4.41 %)

Hypertransaminasemia

2 (2.94 %)

Hypocalcemia

1 (1.47 %)

Dermatitis

1 (1.47 %)

GORD: Gastroesophageal reflux disease.

Villous atrophy (Marsh III stages) in duodenal biopsies was present in 63.7% of the children and in only 19.1% of the adults (p =
0.004). Likewise, positive tTGA was present in 81.8% of the children
as compared to only 19.1% of the adults (p = 0.004). Titters of tTGA
were significantly different in relation to Marsh stages (P < 0.0005),
with paired comparisons showing a significant difference between
Marsh stages 3 and 1 (p < 0.0005) and Marsh stages 3 and 2 (p <
0.0005). Marsh stages 1 and 2 exhibited no significant differences in
tTGA titters (p = 0.80), in good agreement with previously published
findings [17-20]. As a probable consequence of a more severe enteropathy in paediatric patients, haemoglobin levels were significantly
lower in children (p = 0.025), but no differences were observed regarding iron and ferritin blood levels.
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Discussion
This study analyzed all patients newly diagnosed with CD in two
Spanish hospitals during the year 2010 and shows that in our current
environment, the predominant diagnosis of the disease is in patients
over the age of 16 (86.1%). This represents a relevant change in the
epidemiology of what was traditionally considered a “children’s disease” to a problem affecting people of all ages, but with a clear predominance in adults. Several published papers had adverted from the
1980’s that the clinical picture of CD was already changing to milder
forms, resulting in an upward shift of age at diagnosis, in such as way
that the condition was not any more mainly a paediatric disorder
[21,22]. According to the recent literature, more than half of the diagnosed cases of CD currently occur in people aged 50 and older [8].
In our series, CD remains a predominantly female disease, with
72.2% of the cases appearing in women (63.63% < age 16 and 73.53%
≥ age 16). Adult CD presents a female/male ratio between 3:1 and
4:1 [5,23], which is slightly higher than the well established 2:1 ratio
found in children [24], and similar to previously reported results [21].
From a clinical point of view, manifestations of adult-onset CD
are diverse and not necessarily related to the presence of a primary
enteropathy. Only 25 adult patients in our study exhibited diarrhoea
and 16 iron-deficiency anaemia, with most patients being diagnosed
for atypical and extra-digestive symptoms, which are usually subclinical or of secondary importance. The first report which adverted about
changes in clinical picture of CD also found that 55% of recent cases
had no gastrointestinal symptoms; those few patients with diarrhoea
were initially diagnosed as having irritable bowel syndrome because
of not obvious malabsorption [21]. Even the classic image of a thin
patient contrasts starkly with the average BMI results of our adult
patients (24.67 kg/m2). Furthermore, 30 out of the 68 adult patients
presented a BMI over 25, in agreement with the reported figures for
overweight in up to 30% of adult celiac patients [12]. Reaching a di-
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agnosis of CD in such patients usually takes several years, sometimes
even decades, from the start of symptoms, which is significantly longer than for children. As a consequence, many adult celiac patients go
undiagnosed for a longer time, with the average period of symptom
evolution prior to diagnosis estimated to be between 3 and 17 years
[5,10,13]. It should be noted that patients with active CD (clinically
manifested) have a greater risk of death than the general population
[8, 10], but that this normalizes 3 to 5 years after following a strict
gluten-free diet (GFD) [8]. This data reinforces the benefit of maintaining a high level of suspicion and actively ruling out CD, even in
patients with mild digestive manifestations and no diagnosis after initial studies.
CD in adults commonly represents a diagnostic challenge, since
the classic symptoms of the disease contrast with their chameleonic
clinical manifestations, the high frequency of negative tTGA titters,
and the particularities found in the duodenal biopsies [7,25,26]. In
this context, our research contains important data which should be
carefully discussed.
The diagnosis of CD is relatively easy to achieve in cases presenting classic symptoms and unequivocal findings of small intestinal villous atrophy, but the complexity of adult-onset CD tends to require an
active pursuit for a diagnosis. According to the European Society for
Paediatric Gastroenterology, Hepatology, and Nutrition (ESPGHAN)
[27], the study of all suspected patients, including children and adults,
should begin with a blood test so that specific antibodies can be determined. Serological markers, especially IgA tTGA, are very useful
indicators of CD since they identify the patients who need to undergo duodenal biopsies, which are still the diagnostic “gold standard.”
However, this serological test has a significantly low sensitivity in
most adult celiac patients; in fact, only 19.1% of adults included in our
study presented positive titters. The test thus failed in identifying CD
in the majority of cases in clinical practice. Taking this into account,
an upper GI endoscopy for taking several duodenal biopsies should
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be always performed in all patients suspected of having CD, even in
the face of negative serological results [25].
In 1992, Marsh presented an artificial classification of the spectrum of gluten enteropathy lesions observed in duodenal biopsies.
These consisted of a series of several mucosal changes divided into
four stages [3] presented as a continuous spectrum of small bowel
mucosal deterioration due to gluten exposure. According to the ESPGHAN criteria [27], duodenal villous atrophy (Marsh stage III and
onwards) is a criteria sine qua non for diagnosing celiac disease and
only in this situation should a GFD be recommended. This assumption, which can be considered obsolete, was based on the traditional
misinterpretation that Marsh I infiltrative lesions (also known as lymphocytic enteritis) were not associated with any symptom or sign of
malabsorption [28]. In contrast, multiple findings have shown that
villous intraepithelial lymphocytosis forms the most sensible histological index in many untreated adult CD patients [29-33], as well as
in cases in which gluten is reintroduced after patients have adhered
to a GFD or gluten challenge. Moreover, the majority of patients exhibiting dermatitis herpetiformis, an itchy blistering skin rash commonly associated with the ingestion of gluten and enteropathy, only
exhibit the more subtle changes in duodenal biopsies consistent with
the Marsh I stage [30,34-36]. Still, great caution must be shown before diagnosing CD in patients presenting Marsh I lesions because intraepithelial lymphocytic infiltration represents a common, non-specific inflammatory response of the epithelium to a number of noxious
or inflammatory signals. Many other conditions may show similar
histological changes, such as peptic duodenitis, Helicobacter pylori
infection, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug intake, autoimmune
disorders, and parasitic infections [37]. CD has been estimated to be
implied in only 10 to 16% of lymphocytic enteritis [32,33]. Two recently published studies have shown that patients with lymphocytic
enteritis can be categorized into two distinct groups: a) those patients
presenting positive serology for CD and carrying CD-susceptible
HLA haplotypes (who thus belong to the spectrum of gluten-sensitive
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enteropathy) and b) those who lack genetic and serological evidence
of CD [38,39].
Special consideration must be given to the diagnostic difficulties encountered in some so-called “borderline” mucosal findings.
Villous tip analysis seems to be useful for distinguishing CD from
non-specific changes early on, thus providing a valuable tool to use
in routine clinical practice [40]. A limit of > 40 intraepithelial lymphocytes per 100 enterocytes was proposed to be abnormal in duodenal or jejunal mucosa by Ferguson and Murray in 1971 [41] before
a lower threshold of 25% was determined by Hayat et al in 2002 [42].
Very recent research by Pellegrino et al concluded that the real threshold of duodenal intraepithelial lymphocytic infiltration may be even
lower than that after determining that 25 intraepithelial lymphocytes
per 100 enterocytes would miss 59% of CD cases after haematoxylin
and eosin staining and 48% following CD3-staining [43]. As a last option, a CD diagnosis can be supported by an increased density of the
gamma delta+ T cell receptor bearing intraepithelial lymphocytes in
cases of borderline mucosal histology. This, however, requires frozen
biopsy samples for analysis and the use of flow-cytometry for its identification [29]. In any case, the diagnosis of CD must be based on firm
evidence since a life-long GFD is expensive and difficult to maintain
for many individuals, especially because of the many social restrictions it entails. For these reasons, additional features should always be
actively sought out.
Regarding serological markers, it should be noted that the tTGA
titters correlate linearly with the stage of the histological lesion, with
a higher sensitivity and specificity for CD diagnosis in patients with
villous atrophy [44-46], a finding corroborated in our study. All paediatric and adult patients in our series with high tTGA titters presented Marsh III stages in duodenal biopsies, while most patients with
negative titters exhibited Marsh I stages. These data are in concordance with the available information showing that tTGA sensitivity is
very low in children in whom only lymphocytic enteritis is observed
[45,46]. In adults, on the other hand, it is the most common finding,
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representing 66.2% of our adult study subjects. Overall the sensitivity
for tTGA has been estimated to exceed 90% in childhood cases, but is
reduced to a mere 15 - 30%, approximately, in adults [19]. The wellknown low sensitivity of tTGA in diagnosing adult-onset CD also
limits its use in population screening. Recent studies aiming to estimate the prevalence of CD through serological screening [24] have
found that incidence of CD was higher in children than in adults, a
biased finding that clearly underestimates the current reality of the
disease. As we have shown, negative tTGA results do not definitively
rule out a diagnosis of CD (as happened in 81.9% of our adult celiac
patients, but only in 18.2% of the children) since it is very common
for adults to have negative serology. This is the strongest argument for
performing a genetic study, which is necessary if there is very strong
suspicion of CD because it has a very high negative predictive value.
Genetic studies can also be undertaken prior to carrying out the
definitive but invasive diagnosis by means of duodenal biopsies. A
strategy based on the genetic study of first-degree relatives followed
by duodenal biopsies in positive cases diagnosed 3 times the number
of cases than serology alone [47], mostly because of the high proportion of symptomatic patients with lymphocytic enteritis (Marsh I) in
the adult celiac population. CD has a higher class II MHC association
than detected previously in many other autoimmune diseases [48].
Indeed, approximately 90% of celiac patients carry the HLA-DQ2 heterodimer, which is common to many autoimmune diseases. According to these figures, 81.81% of the children and 85.3% of the adults
diagnosed with CD in one year at our hospitals expressed a DQ2 haplotype. Most patients who were DQ2 negative carried the DQ8 genotype, as did 18.18% of the children and 5.88% of adults in our series.
In the last few years, genome-wide association studies (GWAS) performed in large numbers of CD patients, relatives, and match controls
have revealed evidence of additional non-HLA loci of CD susceptibility, most of which are related to T-cell regulation and inflammation
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[1,49]. These studies will allow us to understand why only a small
number of individuals who carry these alleles, which are expressed in
up to 25% of the general population, develop CD. They will also help
us characterize clearly as CD sufferers the small number of patients
who are both DQ2 and DQ8 negative, as observed in 8.82% of the
adult patients in our series and which has been described to occur in
6% of the European population [50]. In fact, a recent study evaluating
the frequency of DQ2 and DQ8 alleles in 127 consecutive cases of
adult-onset CD found that all patients with atypical HLA responded
to a gluten-free diet [51]. Most DQ2 and DQ8 negative patients in
our series encoded half of the DQ2 heterodimer as the low-risk haplotype DQ2.02 (DQA1*02 and DQB1*02) or as DQA*05, as recently
described in case series from Europe [50] and the USA [51] for patients who responded to a GFD.
In this context, different CD experts agree that because of the
difficulty of establishing a diagnosis through other tests, the clinical
and histological response to a strict GFD for at least 6 months represents the most definitive diagnostic test, particularly when accompanied by improvement or normalization of the previously altered
laboratory test parameters with no concomitant medication [25,29].
Such experts do not recommend the repetition of duodenal biopsies
following gluten reintroduction in the case of adults with sufficient
diagnostic criteria and a good response to the prescribed diet; however gluten sensitivity, a newly identified disease recently added to
the spectrum of gluten related disorders [14,15], can not ruled out
if histological recover is not assayed in duodenal biopsies. This new
disorder represents an important clinical entity which is not linked to
autoimmune co-morbidity and to risk of severe complications, such
as small bowel lymphoma. The response to a GFD is clearly positive
in gluten sensitivity, but a positive serological test, mucosal alterations
and altered biochemical nutritional markers use to be absent [14,15].
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Taken together, these findings lead us to the conclusion that current diagnostic algorithms of CD [27] are not useful in adult-onset
cases. In fact, a recent survey conducted by ESPGHAN concluded
that a revision of criteria for diagnosing CD is urgently needed [52].
In this sense, screening of adult-onset CD through tTGA titters should be abandoned due to its low sensitivity, which limits the
number of diagnosed cases and underestimates the real prevalence in
this age group. The only advantage of tTGA in this age group comes
from its high positive predictive value, but duodenal biopsy cannot
be avoided, since it is necessary to confirm the diagnosis. The presence of a high-risk HLA haplotype is not a diagnostic criterion per se,
but if DQ2 or DQ8 are positive, the pre-biopsy probability increases.
The current concept that villous atrophy is required for prescription
of a gluten-free diet should be updated, since most adult patients only
present lymphocytic epithelial infiltration [36] and, consequently,
negative tTGA titters, but their symptoms, quality of life, and extradigestive associated diseases clearly improve after excluding gluten
from the diet.
Only a rupture with the classic paradigm of the celiac patient and
maintaining a high level of suspicion in multiple medical scenarios
will allow us to properly treat the great proportion of celiac patients
that remains undiagnosed twenty centuries after Aretaeus of Cappadocia first described the disease.
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